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Two Systems Available
Walker Technologies offers
two options for implementing
wireless control systems.

Both methods use the same
wireless controllers and offers
instant WEB access.

They differ only in the back end
capabilities available for control,
monitoring and supervisory operations.

MESH FULL SYSTEM

MESH LITE SYSTEM

Internet

Hard wired
connections

Hard wired
connections

Wired SmartLAN

ZIGBEE Wireless
MESH FULL control panl

MESH LITE
CONTROLLER

ZIGBEE Wireless
Connects to new or existing Walker Standard BMS
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MESH LITE
for Wireless Building Control
The MESH LITE system can be installed and maintained by the
owner’s staff and local contractors and is the lowest cost solution
for reducing energy costs.
A MESH LITE system consists of several MESH LITE Controllers, each
controlling up to 20 zones within a given section. These sections
can be linked by an overview graphic .
Any existing MESH LITE system can be upgraded to a MESH FULL
system at a later date by simply reprogramming the wireless
thermostats.
In a Wireless MESH LITE system, the following can be adjusted in
each section:
-- Occupied /Unoccupied mode
System Overview - Setup overall operation

-- Outdoor Temperature effect
-- Maximum, minimum, and night setpoints
-- Day/Night schedules
On the WEB DEMO linked below click around and change settings
to see the operations.
www.walkersys.com/WEBDEMO/

A typical overview graphic could be as follows

System Setup - Setup zone features
Example 1

To access each section click on the associated colored area. When
you click, you will surf to Walker’s web based demo of the MESH
LITE web interface. Click below for a multiple floor example.

Schedule - Setup schedules
Example 2
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MESH LITE
Remote Connection Layout
Wireless IP
adaptor

MESH LITE
CONTROLLER

Multiple Sections
Ethernet port

ZIGBEE Wireless

Wireless Router

Control you system from your smart phone or Tablet
Turn off the heat if you forgot
Turn on the heat before you get there.

LOCAL or REMOTE PC running browser based front end
for easy access and ease of use

Direct internet connection from anywhere in the world.
Connecting to your system
Your connection can be from a remote or local PC, your phone or
PDA. A Universal Internet Adapter replaces cable from router.

Zone Layout
Each section of the wireless control system consists of a MESH LITE
controller and up to 20 individual rooms or zones. For a home
usually only one section is needed. For a large complex several
sections can be linked back to an overview graphic. Several
sections can also be linked back to a single router.
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MESH LITE controls
--------

Baseboard Heating
Illumination system
Electric power control system
Heating,Ventilation and Air-conditioning HVAC System
Plumbing system
Trace Heating
Home Automation System
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MESH-FULL
for Wireless Building Control
Based on Standard Commercial System
This system is based on Walker Technologies’ full commercial
control system and offers a full range of standard features including
graphics, programmability, scheduling, trending, lighting control
and alarms.
The control panels for the Wireless controls are located in a central
location in the facility and a large ZIGBEE wireless network ties the
individual zones back to the central location.
Wireless controls can easily be added to any existing Walker
Technologies control system and conversely a wireless systems
can also be expanded for conventional control of boiler plants,
chillers etc
The MESH FULL system must be installed by Walker Technologies
or one of its trained distributors, and must be supported by
qualified personnel.
Internet

Hard wired
connection

MESH_FULL MAIN
CONTROL BOX
Located in convenient
central location

ZIGBEE Wireless network
thousands of zones

Inside the MESH_FULL Main Control Box
WIRED SMARTLAN

Bridge 2006

WZ_MicroSAC 31 Wireless
Group Supervisors
-each can have up to 20
wireless Zone Controllers
mapped into its database.

WS1500
Master Controller

-fully programmable

wired

Group Supervisor

Connects to new or existing Standard BMS

WZ_ZCOORD
ZIGBEE Interface
Moubted on panel door

Overview Graphic allows a quick view of all Zones.
Color of zones indicates hot/cold status.
To access each section click on the associated coloured area.
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MESH-FULL
Additional features
Connect_IMS for Customizing Graphics.
Walker Technologies’ standard front end software allows user
defined dispay formats. Hierarchical linking allows easy access
throughout the system.

Lighting Control

Process data monitoring
Unit information can be displayed
in several levels of detail. Returned
data allows you to keep track of
costs.

Feedback on all lighting systems
indicates current status of each
circuit
Lighting zones are programmable
so circuits can easily be moved
between zones or a new
lighting zone created.

Direct action allows control of costs
based on real time feedback.
About 50 data points
are sent back to the
head end. including
temperature, setpoint
and duty cycle for each
output.

Global and individual commands

Energy Cost Monitoring
Keep track of energy usage
and cost. Each zone controller
totals operational time on all
outputs, allowing continuous cost
monitoring.

Under program control individual
zones can have separate commands
for various parameters.
Global commands can also be set
up for whole system strategies

Scheduling on and off times
Day, Week and annual schedules
can be assigned to any zone or
group of zones.

Click and drag to
change time

Trending

Email of alarms and reports
TREND GRAPHS from logged data
give further insight to operations.

ROOM 206
low temperature alarm
6 degC

Send alarms to your PDA phone
or PC to allow timely intervention
before problems escalate

Baseboard heat on 100%
Check for open Window
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MESH LITE / MESH FULL
SYSTEM ADVANTAGES
Energy Cost Savings

Ease of Use

By keeping track of energy use and implementing a control
strategy that ties into your energy costs over time.

A self aware control system assists the building owner to
diagnose and correct problems before they become issues.

Reduce or eliminate energy demand charges and high
energy cost periods during the day..

Self diagnostics

-- Scheduling or sequencing large energy loads. Sequence start
up of large loads so that demand limits are not exceeded

-- This unique wireless system detects and reports when a zone
loses communication indicating potential problems.

-- Preheat building envelope in the early morning while energy
costs are low.

-- If an individual zone controller itself detects loss of
communication it will attempt to regain communication while
defaulting to occupied mode and using the knob as setpoint.

-- Let building temperature “drift” during the day while energy
costs are higher.

-- The self healing network automatically reconnect around the
lost zone.

-- Turn down heat during the day when zones are not occupied.

-- High and low temperature alarms annunciate if temperature
limits are exceeded.

Identify areas of high energy usage and take
preventative measures
-- By monitoring energy usage overall, the owner is able to
identify and correct energy leaks.
-- By detecting high energy usage in unoccupied zones the
owner can detect potential problems such frozen pipes.

Increased Tenant Comfort
-- Reduce tenant complaints and turnover by keeping
temperatures comfortable.
-- Detect problems that would affect tenants before they
become an issue.
-- Reduce windows opened for cooling.

Self healing
A ZIGBEE MESH NETWORK continuously modifies its routing
tables as a result of long term or short term signal quality to
ensure its data gets through.

Power fail recovery, default fallback
After a power failure each zone controller reverts to its occupied
state and uses its knob set point for control until a supervisory
command is received..

Operator reset of Supervisory command
At all times a zone controller will ignore supervisory commands
for some period if the occupant changes the knob on the
thermostat..

Return on Investment
Walker Technologies can help you determine potential return on
investment, before you invest. We use degree day information
for you area and work with you to do calculations based on “NOW
and “AFTER” scenarios:
This will help you determine what strategies make sense once the
control system is installed.
Typical ROI for building complexes can be 1 to 2 years or less
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ZIGBEE MESH NETWORK
BASIC CONCEPTS
ZIGBEE MESH NETWORK

SELF HEALING

A ZIGBEE MESH NETWORK is a group of controllers that
communicate together using low powered wireless radios. In this
network, each radio also routes packets to and from its neighbors.
Messages can be passed between any two controllers in the
network as long as the distance between adjacent hops is within
range.

The Zigbee Mesh Network is a self-healing dynamic wireless
protocol which finds and maintains routes between Wireless
Controllers.
The radio in each Wireless Controller “joins” the wireless network
and also routes packets to and from other Wireless Controllers in
the network

A

< 20 meters

Message for D

B

< 20 meters

C

< 20 meters

Routed by B and C
and addtional nodes

D

Received by D

TYPE

Range (meters)

Line of sight

30

On same floor in building

20

Vertically between floors

6 (two floors)

Between stores in mall

20

High pwered Radio in controller

50

Wall repeaters

50

If a Wireless Controller loses communication, or there is an
obstruction, the mesh network will automatically find a new
route for the data.

DETAILS
-- Uses a IEEE 802.15.4 wireless network with a ZIGBEE layer
on top which includes Mesh Networking, Security, and
Applications control.
-- Allows up to 300 wireless devices to be connected per ZIGBEE
network. If more than 300 wireless controllers are needed,
then 2 or more networks can co-exist, each with up to 300
devices.
-- Full network and controller diagnostics lets you see the status
of all wireless communication, and identify and correct any
communication issues.
-- Low cost repeaters or higher powered radios can easily be
used to bridge any wireless communication gaps.
-- Network routing and other information is stored in EEPROM
so the network recovers instantly after a power failure.
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